Java Backend Developer
Want to be a part of a highly motivated and well-rewarded team?
TECHNOPOLIS is a leading chain of specialized hypermarkets for electrical and home appliances,
office equipment and information technologies.
Thanks to its dynamic development, high quality of goods and exceptional standard of service
we are currently undertaking a modernization of our IT architecture. We are looking to recruit
new members for our team in the position of Java Backend Developers.
Our Key Requirements Are:
-

Experience working with Java and Java EE
Experience with the Spring framework
Good knowledge of JSP, Ajax, TAG, JSON
Knowledge and experience with relational databases (SQL, NoSQL, MySQL) and ORM
Good knowledge of algorithms and data structures
Strong experience in object-oriented development in design patterns
Experience working with version control software such as Git and SVN
Experience in CI/CD and Jenkins
Excellent written and verbal communication in English
Excellent written and verbal communication in Bulgarian

Considered An Advantage:
-

Good understanding of software design and architecture including the ability to read,
understand and follow architecture diagrams
Experience in Front-end tools such as JavaScript/ TypeScript, ReactJS / Angular/ NodeJS,
HTML, CSS
Experience in SAP Hybris

What We Offer:
-

Employment in a prestigious company with established standards of relationships, both
with partners and employees
Opportunity for training and professional development
Friendly team-centric atmosphere
A modern office in great location
Fast-paced and constantly changing environment
Additional social benefits - Health insurance, food vouchers, team events, corporal
discount, etc.

We are looking for the missing pieces in our organization. If you are career-oriented, motivated,
ambitious and a team player and you are looking for stability, professional growth and
challenges, TECHNOPOLIS is the place for you.
Please note that only the shortlisted candidates will be contacted.
Personal data of the applicants will be processed in strict confidentiality sorely for the purposes
of the selection and recruitment.
Please send us your CV to the following email: hr@videolux.bg

